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Outline
Desirable ends of information
 Do markets generate the type of knowledge most important for
modern society?
Nature of the resource
 Should it be allocated by the economic market?
Production side
 Are markets the most cost-effective mechanism for producing that
knowledge?
Consumption side
 Once the knowledge is produced, are markets the most effective
way of maximizing the value of that knowledge?
Alternative incentive structures
 What are some other institutions that may need to be considered?

Desirable ends of information
What types of new information would generate the greatest
improvements in human well-being at the lowest cost?

 Energy
 Fossil fuels
 Food production

United States Constitution: Article I, section 8, clause 8

Congress shall have the power “to promote the Progress of
Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited times to
Authors and Inventors the executive Right to their
respective Writings and Discoveries.”

EcoServices Classified According to
Rivalness and Excludability
Excludable

Rival

Non-rival

Market Goods and
Services
(most provisioning
services) – ex. mangos

Congestable Services
(some recreation
services) – ex.
recreation parks

Non-Excludable
Open Access Resources
(some provisioning
services) – ex. fish in the
ocean

Public Goods and Services
(most regulatory and cultural
services) – ex. climate

Source: Costanza, R., 2008. Ecosystem Services: Multiple classification systems are needed. Biological
Conservation 141:350-352

Anti-rival nature accelerated
development of technologies
and civilizations.
 Hunter-gathers
 Agriculture
 Written language
 Industrialization

Use of the market system

 Economic demand: preferences weighted by income
No income = no demand
(Bristol Myers Squibbs Company
– eflornithine & African sleeping sickness)

 Monetary values set by private ownership
Ecosystem services can’t be privately owned

So what’s the problem with market allocation?
Incentive structure
 Invest monetary capital
 Inhibit further innovation
 Create deadweight loss though the creation of
monopolies

Productivity
 Reduction of overall productivity through
duplication of effort (Silicon Valley)
 Patent trolling (golden rice)

Allocation of scare resources
Federally funded research creates a situation in
which the public pays twice for the information
‘Me too’ research

Do markets generate the most desirable types of information?
Are markets the most cost effective way to produce information?

Number of patents assigned annually to U.S. colleges and universities ranked
in the top 200 by R&D expenditures in FY 2004.
Source: U.S. Patent Office.

How should information be allocated amongst consumers?

 Knowledge is cumulative, shared heritage of human kind
 Patents create artificial scarcity
 Information inaccessible to the poor

Patents Granted

A 2002 distribution of the 312 thousand patents granted that year, globally. The territory
size indicates proportion of patents granted.

Source: WorldMapper. Copyright 2006 SASI Group (University of Sheffield) and Mark Newman (University of Michigan).

Royalties

A 2002 distribution of the $83.8 billion paid in royalties or licenses that year, globally. The
territory size indicates earnings (in purchasing power parity).

Source: WorldMapper. Copyright 2006 SASI Group (University of Sheffield) and Mark Newman (University of Michigan).

Now What?

Alternative incentive structures
Reward of monetary prizes (society instead of market makes
decision) – information in the public domain
France offering a prize for the development of the workable water turbine in the
seventeenth century
Century long reward, around the 17th century, for the development of a method
to calculate longitude while at sea
Past decade, prized for sending the first private astronaut into space

Publicly funded research (all information placed in the public domain)
Single research salaries across the sectors

Individual reputation
Academia
Open source community
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